We have developed FINDSITE X , an extension of FINDSITE, a protein threading based algorithm for the inference of protein binding sites, biochemical function and virtual ligand screening, that removes the limitation that holo protein structures (those containing bound ligands) of a sufficiently large set of distant evolutionarily related proteins to the target be solved; rather, predicted protein structures and experimental ligand binding information are employed. To provide the predicted protein structures, a fast and accurate version of our recently developed TASSER VMT , TASSER VMT -lite, for template-based protein structural modeling applicable up to 1000 residues is developed and tested, with comparable performance to the top CASP9 servers. Then, a hybrid approach that combines structure alignments with an evolutionary similarity score for identifying functional relationships between target and proteins with binding data has been developed. By way of illustration, FINDSITE X is applied to 998 identified human G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). First, TASSER
■ INTRODUCTION
Protein structure can play an important role in the inference and understanding of the biochemical function of proteins. 1−3 However, in this postgenomic era, the number of protein sequences of unknown biochemical function is far larger than the number of experimentally solved protein structures. 3 This is especially true for certain classes of proteins, such as G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR), whose structures are hard to obtain experimentally. 4 To catch up with the rapid growth of sequence data, computational methods that can provide appropriately accurate protein structure predictions on a proteome scale are needed. To address this, a number of relatively fast and accurate template-based automated protein structure prediction methods have been developed. 5−12 Then, having a structure in hand, the next issue is to employ the structure to infer the biochemical function of the protein. The knowledge of protein function is useful in the early stages of drug discovery that use the predicted protein structures in virtual ligand screening. 13−20 Here, ligand homology modeling, LHM, algorithms, the earliest of which was FINDSITE, 13 are quite promising. All variants share these steps: One identifies a set of holo threading templates (templates with bound ligands), clusters the structures and extracts ligand binding information useful for virtual ligand screening. The disadvantage of LHM is that it requires that a sufficient number of evolutionary related protein structures with bound ligands be solved. Thus, LHM cannot be applied to protein families such as GPCRs where the number of solved structures (either apo or holo) is very small. To remove this limitation, in this paper, we describe the development of FINDSITE X , which replaces the experimentally solved structure library with predicted structures and incorporates known ligand binding information to create a set of virtual holo structures. By way of illustration, we apply FINDSITE X to the biomedically important GPCR protein family. 21 In order to apply FINDSITE X to proteomes, we require a rapid and accurate protein structure prediction method. To address this need, we developed TASSER VMT -lite. Then, we require a library of proteins with known binding ligands. We describe the modifications of our traditional FINDSITE approach to accommodate predicted structures and ligand binding information without the three-dimensional poses of the ligand−protein complex for the protein template. In what follows, we give the necessary background information for each aspect of FINDSITE X .
Structures of targets and library proteins with known binding data are modeled by a template-based approach. By the term template, we mean a protein with a solved structure that provides the initial coordinates on which the target structure is modeled. Template-based structure prediction methods involve (1) identification of structural templates by threading; (2) alignment of the target sequence to the template structures; (3) building a full-length model and refinement of the target structure from the initial template-based model. Each of these steps plays a role in determining the ultimate accuracy of the target structure. Sometimes, a compromise is required between accuracy and speed. For example, in the model building and refinement stage, one could use a fast method such as MODELER 6 which has moderate accuracy or a slower but better method, such as TASSER. 7, 22 In the past, to address the compromise between speed and accuracy, TASSER-lite 7 was developed. The parameters of the structure prediction algorithm TASSER 22 were optimized for targets whose sequence identities to the identified templates range from 35% to 90%. The result was a significant speed up in the model building and refinement stage from an average of ∼29 h to 17 min for targets of size 40−200 residues. Nevertheless, TASSER-lite retains the accuracy of TASSER 22 and shows better performance than MODELER. 6 However, 97% of the 998 human GPCRs modeled in this study have a maximal sequence identity to their closest template <35%. Thus, an approach that removes this limitation is required.
Since publication of our original paper that modeled the structures of all identified human GPCRs, 23 which was done with the rhodopsins (Sensory, Halo, Bacterior and Bovine) as templates for the majority of GPCR targets, there have been six experimentally determined GPCR structures as well as newly identified GPCR sequences. In a review article 24 on GPCR modeling, it was pointed out that multiple-template-based modeling produces better structures than those by singletemplate-based methods; this is true in general and not just for GPCRs. 25−27 Multiple-template-based modeling is applicable to human GPCR targets because threading can identify a set of GPCR and/or rhodopsin templates for the majority of targets. Thus, modeling GPCRs with the multiple-template-based approach, TASSER VMT -lite and new GPCR templates should yield more accurate models than in our original GPCR structural database. 23 Zhang and Zhang 28 modeled a subset of all identified human GPCRs using I-TASSER 29 with spatial restraints derived from experiments other than X-ray or NMR structure determination. I-TASSER is a variant of TASSER 22 based on multiple templates and is computationally more expensive than TASSER VMT -lite. For a typical GPCR protein that is 350 amino acids in length, full TASSER refinement (which is not more expensive than iterative I-TASSER) takes around 3 days, whereas TASSER VMT -lite needs around 10 h. 35 and binding pocket modeling. 36 To employ protein models as target receptors for ligand docking in structure-based virtual screening requires approaches that can use binding sites whose inaccuracy is greater than the differences seen in crystal structures of the same protein that bind different ligands, viz., cross-docking. The recently developed FINDSITE/Q-dock ligand homology modeling (LHM) methodology 13−15 is an example of an approach that exhibits the desired insensitivity to receptor structure deformation. LHM is designed to extend templatebased techniques to model protein−ligand interactions and provides detailed biochemical functional annotation of the target proteins. In practice, LHM consists of three steps: First, functional relationships between proteins are detected by threading methods that are dominated by sequence profile similarity scores to identify functionally important residues, common molecular substructures in binding ligands and the structural conservation of their binding modes. These conserved features are exploited during the initial docking of ligands by a similarity-based approach. Second, a ligand fingerprint profile is constructed from the ligands of identified, potentially functionally similar proteins and used for ligandbased virtual screening to identify small molecules from a compound database that could potentially bind to the target. Finally, the positions of small molecule ligands are placed and adjusted to optimize their interactions with the protein of modeled structure and to rank the predicted poses. These basic ideas have subsequently been applied by a number of groups including those of Zhang, Sternberg and others. 17, 19, 37, 38 The FINDSITE/Q-dock approach uses FINDSITE as the first step to identify functional relationships and binding ligand substructures from complexes in the PDB. 39 Due to the scarcity of complexes in the PDB for GPCRs, FINDSITE is inapplicable to the large-scale virtual screening of GPCRs. Successful structure-based virtual screening using homology modeling for few individual GPCR family members can be found elsewhere. 38, 40 In this work, to remove the restriction of FINDSITE that a large set of holo template proteins have solved structures, we developed FINDSITE X . First, the structures of target proteins and proteins with ligand binding information are modeled using TASSER VMT -lite. Functional inference and binding ligand identification are accomplished using the modeled structures and a hybrid sequence/structure-based approach that combines the structure alignment method fr-TM-align 41 with the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix score. 42 We show that this simple hybrid approach is better than sequence-based (BLAST 43 and PSI-BLAST 5 ), profile-based (HHSEARCH 8 ), or structure-based (fr-TM-align 41 ) approaches for ligand virtual screening. The average enrichment factor within the top 1% of screened compounds using FINDSITE X is triple that of FINDSITE, even when only remote homologous templates (library protein's sequence identity < 30% to the target) are used.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows: In the Methods section, we give details on the functional relationship identification and virtual screening methodology of FINDSITE X . In the Results and Discussion, we present the validation and prediction results of modeling and virtual screening for all human GPCRs and discuss current and future work. The details of TASSER VMT -lite can be found in the Supporting Information.
■ METHODS
The flowchart for FINDSITE X is given in Figure 1 . Models of both target and proteins with binding ligands are modeled with TASSER VMT -lite. Then, the structure and sequence of the target are used to search the binding data library for evolutionarily related proteins. The binding ligands of the top first ranked protein from the library are used to build a molecular fingerprint profile. Subsequently, the fingerprint profile is used to search the compound library for ligands that potentially bind to the target. Here, no attempt is made to predict the binding pose of the target's ligand other than the ligand structure and likelihood of binding (indicated by ligand ranks). Details of each step are given below.
Modified fr-TM-align for Functional Similarity Identification. In order to use modeled structures for ligand virtual screening across protein family members in general and distant protein family members in particular, a method to rank and select those family members likely to bind the same ligands as the target is needed. One simple way is to use sequence similarity alone to identify the evolutionarily related proteins by BLAST. 5 In this case, protein structures are unnecessary. Another way is to use a structural alignment method such as fr-TM-align, 41 an update of TM-align. 44 Purely structural alignment methods tend to include many false positives (proteins that are structurally similar, but which have no evolutionary or functional relationship 45 ). A third way of ranking proteins likely to bind similar ligands to those of the target involves two steps: threading and then structural alignment on the threading selected subset as was done in classic FINDSITE. 13, 46 In this work, we introduce another way of ranking related family members that works better than purely sequence-based or structure-based methods and is simpler than the two-step method of FINDSITE. We modify the fr-TM-align to use an evolutionary score in the final output (the evolutionary score does not affect the structural alignment) to reduce the false positives that typically result from structure comparison. The output score is the summation of the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix 42 values over the aligned residues provided by fr-TM-align and is normalized by target length. In other words, fr-TM-align is used to build the equivalent sequence alignment and BLOSUM62 is used to calculate the sequence alignment score (without gap penalties and is normalized by target length):
/(number of residues in target)
aligned residue a,b
This score will be used to rank library proteins. The larger the score is, the closer is the library protein's function to the target. Ligand-Based Virtual Screening Using the GPCR Library with Experimental Binding Data. In this work, we focus on GPCRs, but the methodology can be applied to any distantly related protein family such as ion channels, 47 kinases, 48 proteases, 49 phosphatases, 50,51 etc. Ligand-based virtual screening is often the first step in structure-based virtual screening. 14, 15, 38 The structures of target and library GPCRs (GPCR-lib) with experimentally identified binding ligands are built using TASSER VMT -lite. The top ranked GPCR from GPCR-lib is selected using the above modified fr-TM-align approach with the BLOSUM62 score. Ligands binding to the selected GPCR are then filtered so that their pairwise Tanimoto coefficient 52 is <0.95 to each other and that the library protein structure has a predicted TM-score ≥0. 4 53 to the predicted target structure. If no library protein satisfies these conditions, virtual screening will not be done. Otherwise, we calculate a fingerprint (http://www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/ theory.finger.html) profile using all the ligands that pass the filtration step. The profile is the summation of the individual fingerprints and is normalized by the number of ligands (equivalent to the average fingerprint of all selected ligands). The normalized profile is used in a continuous Tanimoto coefficient (TC) calculation 54 that ranks the compound fingerprint library:
where x is the target fingerprint profile, y is the fingerprint of the library compound and the summations are over the 1024 fingerprint bits.
Virtual screening results are evaluated by the enrichment factor within the top 1% of the compound library defined as = × EF no. of true positives within top1% total no. of true positives 0.01
A true positive is defined as an experimentally known binding ligand or one that has a TC = 1 to an experimentally validated binding ligand. EF 0.01 ranges from 0 to 100 (100 means that all true positives are within the top 1% of the library). Human GPCR Sequences, Structural Templates and Ligand Binding Data. The 907 human GPCRs used in our original paper 23 are updated from the same sources: http:// www.gpcr.org/7tm/ and http://www.expasy.org/cgi-bin/ lists?7tmrlist.txt. The new sequences are filtered to be less than 500 residues in length. This results in a set of 998 human GPCR sequences.
All six available experimental GPCR structures (2vt4, 2rh1, 2ydo, 3pbl, 3odu, 3rze) are included in the template library for threading regardless of their sequence identity to each other.
GPCRs with experimental binding data and ligand structures are obtained from the GLIDA database 55 (GPCR-lib). These are 168 human, 98 mouse and 114 rat GPCRs and a total of 21,078 nonredundant ligands. The largest protein MGR5_HU-MAN in the GPCR-lib has 1,212 residues. There are 7 human GPCRs in the GPCR-lib having >1000 binding ligands, with the AG2R having the most, 2,205 ligands.
■ RESULTS

Comparison of Predicted GPCR Structures with
Experimental Structures. Here, we compare the accuracy of current predictions using TASSER VMT -lite and previous predictions 23 for the five human GPCRs with experimental structures. For each target, only the target itself is excluded from the threading template library. Our results are compiled in predicted helical content. Target Q9HB44 has only 145 residues, a size that is too short for a typical GPCR.
Human GPCR Modeling Results. In addition to modeling the full-length 998 target GPCRs using TASSER VMT -lite, we also modeled each sequence with the nonhelical tails cut away (GPCR-cut). The average predicted TM-score (see eq 1 in the Supporting Information) for GPCR and GPCR-cut is 0.71 and 0.78, respectively. Thus, without the nonhelical tails or for the core part of the GPCR, model quality is likely much better. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distributions of predicted TMscore. Around 97.7% of the full length targets have a predicted TM-score >0.5. For GPCR-cut, more than 98.6% of targets have a predicted TM-score >0.5.
To further check the model quality of our protocol, we compare our models with those of the GPCR-ITASSER 28 for a set of 38 common targets in Table 2 . The two sets of models on average have a predicted TM-score around 0.7 and their mutual TM-score to each other is also around 0.7, indicating that both sets are likely of the same average quality. GPCR-ITASSER models were modeled using experimentally derived restraints from biochemical data, whereas TASSER VMT -lite models have no such restraints. For reasons that are unclear, the predicted model qualities using GPCR-ITASSER are more diverse (with a predicted TM-score to native in the range 0.42− 0.84); some targets have a predicted TM-score greater than 0.8, with a few having a predicted TM-score around 0.45, whereas those of TASSER VMT -lite are more uniform in quality (0.60− 0.82).
Human GPCR Virtual Screening Results. Our virtual screening procedure was tested on the 168 human GPCRs (this 168 set is not identical to a subset of the 998 targets because they are collected from different sources) from the GLIDA database 55 that have experimentally determined binding ligands (GPCR-lib). The GLIDA database provides agonist or antagonist information and does not provide binding affinity information. In this work, agonists and antagonists are not distinguished. GPCRs in GPCR-lib having a sequence identity >30% to a given target were excluded from that target's ligand profile computation. The computed ligand profile from a potential functionally related library GPCR is then used in continuous TC (eq 2) similarity searching against the ZINC8 58 nonredundant (TC cutoff 0.7) library containing 67,871 compounds in combination with all the true binding 21,078 nonredundant ligands from the GLIDA database.
To show the advantage of including biological binding data without holo structures for virtual screening, we compare the EF 0.01 distributions of FINDSITE X and of the original FINDSITE in Figure 3 . At a 30% sequence identity cutoff, the average EF 0.01 by FINDSITE X is 22.7 whereas that from FINDSITE is 7.1. FINDSITE X has 114 targets whose EF 0.01 > 1 (i.e., 68% of the targets have an EF 0.01 better than random), whereas FINDSITE has only 35 targets whose EF 0.01 > 1 (21% of the targets have an EF 0.01 better than random). When closely homologous proteins from GPCR-lib are used (Table 3 To confirm the usefulness of modeled structures for ligandbased virtual screening, we also used BLAST, 43 PSI-BLAST, 5 and HHSEARCH 8 that use only sequence information to select the top related library GPCR for ligand profile construction. The results along with the pure structure-based fr-TM-align results at different sequence identity cutoffs are given in Table  3 . At a sequence identity cutoff of 30%, the average EF 0.01 by BLAST, PSI-BLAST (5 iterations) and HHSEARCH are 18.9, 16.3 and 13.1, respectively. Application of modeled structures for the target in combination with the evolutionary score for selection of related GPCRs improves EF 0.01 by about 20% (as compared to BLAST) to 22.7. We also examined the effect of applying the evolutionary score in the fr-TM-align's final score calculation. Without the evolutionary score (i.e., using fr-TMalign's TM-score), the average EF 0.01 is 13.3, a result that is much worse than when the evolutionary score is used (22.7). If only the BLOSSUM62 matrix is used in a Needleman− Wunsch 59 alignment, then the resulting EF 0.01 will be 19.6, which is slightly better than that of BLAST and ∼15% worse than the hybrid method. HHSEARCH and Needleman− Wunsch methods have been used in 60 for a study of GPCR evolution. We note that methods that perform better for structure similarity detection (structure prediction) tend to perform worse for virtual screening at a low sequence cutoff of 30%. PSI-BLAST is worse than BLAST, and HHSEARCH and fr-TM-align are worse than PSI-BLAST. This could be due to false positive detection (library structures that are similar to the target but whose functions are dissimilar). When no cutoff is applied (Table 3 , no cutoff), all methods except PSI-BLAST give an EF 0.01 of around 64. In this case, the true ligands from target itself are used for construction of the ligand profile. An EF 0.01 of 64 means that, on average, 64% of the true binding ligands are recovered within the 1% of the 88,949 screened compounds if native ligands are used for profile construction. The poorer performance of PSI-BLAST when no sequence cutoff is applied is due to its inability to distinguish the target native sequence from closely homologous sequences that bind different ligands.
We then applied FINDSITE X in prediction mode (no GPCR-lib protein is excluded) to all the 998 identified human GPCRs (<500 residues) for ligand-based virtual screening against the combined ZINC8 nonredundant (TC < 0.7) compound library and true binding ligands of the GLIDA database (total 88,949 compounds). All predicted structures and virtual screening data are freely available for academic users at http://cssb.biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/webservice/gpcr/ index.html. Users can input either the UniProt ID (http:// www.uniprot.org/) or a FASTA formatted sequence to search for predictions. Prediction results that can be downloaded from the search are as follows: the top TASSER VMT -lite five all-atom structural models, threading templates and their SP 3 Z-scores, template alignments to the target, virtual screening compound rank, target ligand profile (which can be used offline for screening the user's own compound library), off-target rank (see below), and the five all-atom models modeled when the two end nonhelical parts are cut away.
Testing of off-Target GPCR Predictions. For each human GPCR target, we predict its off-targets (targets that potentially bind to the same ligands). We employ the Kendall τ rank correlation coefficient 61 of the virtual screening compound ranks introduced by Brylinski and Skolnick. 62 Here, the 168 protein set is used for off-target prediction testing as well. A true off-target for a given target is defined as a target having a maximal TC = 1 between all pairs of ligands of the target and the given target (i.e., at least one common ligand in the experimental binding data). A target is predicted as an off-target if its Kendall τ correlation coefficient to the given target > cutoff. The following quantities are assessed for the off-target prediction. Figure 4a−c shows the dependence of target coverage, prediction precision and recall (averaged per target on the subset of targets having predictions) on the τ cutoff values. A sequence identity cutoff is employed in both ligand profile construction and off-target selection (i.e., the target ligand profile is constructed from ligands of library proteins that have a sequence identity ≤ cutoff to the given target and only offtargets that have a sequence identity ≤ cutoff to the given target are considered). A lower cutoff is used to mimic cases when only evolutionarily remote protein data exists in the binding data library. While the precision and recall depend strongly on the sequence cutoff, the target coverage shows little dependence. With a sequence identity cutoff of 30%, prediction precision reaches a maximal 45.5% at a 0.96 τ cutoff, but only 36% of the 168 targets have predictions and recall is 10.4% for these 36% of the targets. When only the target itself is excluded (i.e., any close homologies are included) and a 0.91 τ cutoff is used, the prediction precision (recall) is 72.9% (30.3%) and 70 targets (or 42%) of the 168 targets have predictions. For both a 30% cutoff and inclusion of close homologues, a prediction with random selection will have a precision of less than 10%. With any τ cutoff >0.2, precision is better than random.
We next discuss a few examples of identified distantly related off-targets using a τ cutoff of 0.96 when a sequence identity cutoff of 30% is applied. 5HT1A and 5HT2B have a sequence identity of 26% (τ = 1 resulted from using the same library protein for ligand profile construction) and share 54 ligands in the GLIDA database; CCR1 and CXCR4 both bind to L000624 (GLIDA ID 55 ), and their sequence identity is 29% (τ = 1); DRD2 and 5HT5A have a sequence identity of 25% (τ = 1), and they both bind to L000195(Clozapine), L001003(Ritanserin) and L001254(Yohimbine). The list of putative offtarget sets for the 998 human GPCRs is available at http://cssb. biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/webservice/gpcr/index.html.
■ DISCUSSION
In this work, we have developed the FINDSITE X method that significantly enhances the performance of our original structure/threading-based FINDSITE approach by removing the restriction that the target of interest have a sizable number of solved, threading identified holo structures in the PDB. 39 For drug target families such as GPCRs, there are only a few solved holo structures in the PDB that have a potential functional relationship to the target protein. On the other hand, there is much biologically characterized binding ligand and drug data 55,63−66 that is not fully exploited for ligand virtual screening. The current approach utilizes remote as well as closely homologous proteins without solved receptor and holo structures but does require experimentally determined ligand binding data that is then employed in structure-based virtual screening. FINDSITE X provides the necessary state-of-the-art multiple-template-based receptor structures as well as structurebased virtual screening results based on these predicted receptor structures.
14,15,19,38 FINDSITE X can also predict possible off-targets of a given target.
We demonstrated the application of FINDSITE X to human GPCRs. It is quite likely that the new models using TASSER VMT -lite are better than our old models 23 for the intramembrane helical portion of the GPCR's structures. This could be partly due to the fact that more templates are available 24 and due to our new way of utilizing multiple templates through the variable number of multiple templates (VMT) approach of TASSER VMT -lite. 27 For ligand virtual screening, FINDSITE X provides a top 1% enrichment factor of 22.7, triple that of FINDSITE, when only distantly related proteins with binding data are available (sequence identity < 30% to target). This number reaches 41.4 when closely homologous proteins with binding data exist. This dramatic improvement is mainly due to the dominance of binding data over PDB holo structures for GPCRs. We show that the hybrid structure alignment ranked by an evolutionary score approach works better than BLAST or other sequence/profile-based methods as well as the purely structure-based method fr-TMalign for functional relationship identification. This could be due to the fact that some evolutionarily related sequences are divergent in structure, 67 and thus do not bind similar ligands. Conversely, the pure structure alignment method, fr-TM-align, is worse than the BLAST because evolutionarily unrelated proteins could have similar structures. 45 The structure alignment provided by the hybrid approach reduces the false positive alignments of sequence/profile approaches, whereas the evolutionary component of the score reduces the false positives from a purely structure-based approach. FINDSITE X is not limited to the GPCR family. In principle, it is applicable to other drug target families such as ion channels, kinases, proteases, phosphatases, etc. The structure modeling TASSER VMT -lite and ligand-based virtual screening components of FINDSITE X are not GPCR specific, although they predict quite accurate structural models and ligand virtual screening results for GPCRs. For human GPCR modeling, the current approach still has poor to moderate accuracy for loop modeling; methods that improve the modeling of the loops will be pursued in the near future. For virtual screening, one missing part of our current work is that it does not provide the actual positions of the potential binding pockets. However, this can be easily remedied by structure-based or geometry-based pocket detection methods. 68−71 This will be pursued in the very near future. FINDSITE X is not only an extension of FINDSITE that eliminates the restriction of the existence of sufficient amount of solved PDB holo structures, but it is most importantly a powerful extension of bioactivity databases such as ChEMBL, 65 GLIDA, 55 DrugBank 63 and PubChem 64 for drug discovery. Unlike these databases that provide only sequence-based search engines that do not work well for remote targets (targets having no closely homologous proteins in the binding database), for ∼2/3 of the remote targets, the structure-based FINDSITE X yields an enrichment factor EF 0.01 > 1 for ligand virtual screening as manifested in the 168 human testing GPCRs. 
